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1_. AbtlrocS
Wind tunnel tests were conducted on airfoil models in order to

study the flow separation phenomena occurring for high angles Of attack.
Pressure distribution on wings ofdifferent geometries were measured. Results
show that for three-dimensional airfoils layout and span lift play a role.
Separation effects on airfoils with moderate extension are three-dimensional.
The flow domains separated from the air foil must be treated three-dimensionall_
The rolling-up of separated vortex layers increases with angle in intensity end
induction effect and shows strong nonlinearities. Boundary layer material
'moves perpendicularly to the flow direction due to the pressure gradients at
the airfoil; this has a s_abilizing effect. The separation starts earlier with
increasing pointed profiles.
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1. Symbols /1.

A Lift

b Span

CA , CAmax" Wing lift factor

cA, CAmax" Local lift factor in a profile section y = const.

cm Local pitching moment factor in a profile section
y = const.

?Cp, c Pressure factor, Cp o

CW Wing resistance factor

cW Local resistance factor in a profile section
y = const.

c Induced resistance factor in a profile section

y = const.

c Pressure resistance factor in a profile section

z y = const.

d Profile density

k Disturbance density in a boundary layer trip edge

kx, ky Dimensionless circulation distribution

ia Chord length at wing tip section

Ii Chord length at wing root /2

Im Middle chord length
M Mach number

Re Reynolds number Re -
v

U, V, W Mean flow velocities in directions x, y, z

W Resistance

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

Angle of attack

Angle of attack at maximum lift

Comparative angle of attack, definition see page

(Page = Sheet 9)

Dimensionless span parameter _ = 2y / b

F Circulation

k Taper ratio k -....... I;

*Numbers in the margin indicatepaginationin the foreign text.
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A Aspect ratio.

Kinematic viscosity

Sweep
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EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONSON AIRFOILS
WITH DIFFERENTGEOMETRIESIN THE D_OF
HIGHANGLESOFATfACK- FLOWSEPARATION

J. Keil

2. Introduction /_3

If maximum lift is attained on a supporting surface (for

example, aircraft wings), flow separation occurs as angle of

attack increases. The processes are either no longer accessible

or presently too complicated for a mathematical description

(Navier-Stokes-solution).

Wind tunnel tests with wing models are used to determine and

/ explain the separation process.

If aspect ratio A is left constant, the remaining layout

parameter sweep _ and taper ratio k affect separation behavior.

Each effect on separation can be classified with a parameter

variation.

2.1 Survey of current research /4

The problem of separable flow on wings and profiles has been

handled in the literature in the broadest sense by numerous

authors. We shall first review two-dimensional profile flow.

Investigations on the effect of Reynolds number on pressure

distribution at a profile NACA 4412 with large angles of attack

are to be found in Pinkerton [i0]. Gault [3] used a variety of

measuring results to derive a widely used classification of

different separation types independent of Re-number, profile

density, and nose radius. While the aforementioned studies are
/ - \

limited to measurements of powers and pressure distribution at

profiles, Seetharam and Wentz [4], as well as Young and Hoad [5]
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investigate flow field surrounding a profile. Reference [4]

emphasizes velocity distribution in the region of the trailing

edge, while the velocity field inside and outside a separation

bubble is determined in [5].

For wings of finite span, Kuechemann ([1] and [2]) developed

flow models for separation types which are independent of airfoil

layouts. In particular, he coined the expression: "part-span-

vortex-sheet." This concept pertains to the rolling up of the

vortex sheet in the area between adjacent and separated flow.

Models for separation processes were proposed and discussed

in the studies by Hall [6] and Maskell [7], as well as very

recently by Tobak and Peake [8], [9]. These studies may be

grouped under the heading "Topology of Separated Flow." The

models in the studies named attempt to shed light on the /5

interaction of separated vortex sheets with the wall boundary

layer. For the most part, these fundamentally qualitative

observations are based on investigations using different methods

of making flow visible, particularly coloring processes to make

boundary layers visible.

These types of investigations are found, for example, also in

Werle [11], who investigates an arrowhead wing with variable

sweep. This study also contains results taken from measurements

in a smoke and a water tunnel. The process involved limits these

types of investigations to very small Re-numbers.

Further measurements of pressure distributions on an

arrowhead wing are found in Schmitt and Manie [12]. A part of

these investigations were executed on a model whose layout and

Re-number are similar to those of the arrowhead wing MF 3 (Figure

I) investigated in our study. This permits a comparison of the

physical effects ascertained here.

8



Right-angle wings of moderate aspect ratio have received the

most attention in the literature. Kohler [13], Jakob [14],

Winkelmann and others [15], or Winkelmann [16] report on

measuring results. I am not aware of any investigations which

have a model system corresponding to the measurements underlying

my study. The study by Lip and Schubert [17] investigates, on

the one hand, only parameter sweep, although it does not measure

high angles of attack at which flow separation begins.

Separation processes on the leading edge of thin delta /6

wings are discussed in numerous reports. Detailed

representations are found, for example, in Hummel [18]. These

studies interest us here since the results depicted there are

also of use on wings considered in my study.

2.2 Goal and procedure of this study

The effect of layout parameter on separation processes is to

be worked out through systematic analysis of power and pressure

distribution measurements, as well as measurements with a

coloring process to make the boundary layer visible on five

airfoils of equal profile, with equal aspect ratio, but different

sweep and taper ratio for angles of attack up to _ = 35°. First,

typical separation behavior of each individual airfoil is

presented using typical and exemplary measuring results. I

compare my results to similar measurements from other studies.

From the comparison of the results of the different airfoils

themselves, I shall show that separation processes vary in their

intensity and their effects on span lift distribution, apparently

according to airfoil layout, while actually they are always based

on similar physical mechanisms. For this reason, my

investigation does not focus primarily on the condition of

completely separated flow, but rather on the region of angle of

attack, which stretches from the first local onset of flow

separation to the formation of completely separated flow.

9



_-_ As an additional aspect, I shall consider to what degree /7

separation types may be carried over from their two-dimensional

flow field to the processes on a wing with its three-dimensional

flow field.

3. Wind tunnel measurements

[

3.1 Wind tunnel models

As already mentioned, a model system was chosen for the

experimental investigations which would permit us to investigate

the effect of layout parameter sweep _ and taper ratio k. Common

to all the model airfoils is an aspect ratio A = 5 (Figure i), as

well as the profile NACA 0012. Each of the models prepared from

GFK is equipped with pressure measuring pipes which reach from

the center of the wing to the wing tip sac%ion and are positioned

according to defined depth staggering (Figure 2). In sections

= const., intended for measuring, the pipes are equipped with

multiple measuring drills (dB = 0.3 mm). For this reason, all

borings which do not lie in the measuring section are sealed

using a thin adhesive strip.

In order to minimize the effects of surface disturbances on

the boundary layer, the wing nose is completely covered with a

very wide adhesive foil. This keeps out all surface disturbances

in span direction up to a chord length of xi/lm _ 0.1. For xi/l m

> 0.i each measuring section to be sealed is covered with a

single adhesive strip (foil density k = 0.06 mm). These

individual adhesive strips are applied in the direction of free

oncoming flow. Since a small nose bubble forms on all five wings

at angle of attack _ ! 8° (see also Chapter 4.3 regarding _

this), the boundary layer transitionis set from laminar _

turbulent. The transition always takes place in the undisturbed

area of the nose adhesive strips, a fact which can be seen by.

- making the boundary layer visible.

i0



r- In the region of the turbulent boundary layer, the adhesive

strip has no effect on the boundary layer condition. For angles

of attack < 8 ° a transition from laminar to turbulent takes place

without formation of a nose bubble. If, for an unfavorable

situation, one starts from the fact that disturbance lies across

the adhesive foil at a diagonal to the main flow direction, then

the effect of the disturbance can be determined by the transition

criteria, according to Kraemer [26]. Accordingly, an ineffective

disturbance must correspond to the condition

U • k < i0 z

With the velocity in the depth xi/lm = 0.i of approx. 60 m/s, one

obtains U'k _ 240. This value is certainly higher than the

boundary value (= i00; it.[26]) given by Kraemer. Since only the

cross-flow portion is actually disturbed, it can be assumed that

no disturbance effect of the foil occurs. This type of-minimum

surface disturbance has no effect on separated flow.

Additionally, it must be noted, that separate placing of a

pressure measuring pipe for every single measuring section using

the aforementioned model dimensions was not compatible with the

desired span measuring density.

3.2 Data processing equipment for pressure measurement /9

The pressure tubes are connected to a measuring point switch

with integrated pressure gauge. The data is at first analog, is

then digitalized using a data processing device, and fed into a

computer (Figure 3). In the computer, the intergration of the

pressure distribution takes place "quasi-online" for calculating

the local power and moment factors directly after measurements

have been taken. A description of the device is found in [20].

The pressures to be measured take on a highly unstable

character as separation begins. The device provides for multiple

measurements at each measuring place in any amount desired and
11



at independentlyselectabletime intervalsbetween measuremnts in

order to determine a representative average pressure factor

(Figure 4). Measuring unstable pressure distributions is not

possible with the available device, nor was it the goal of the

investigation.

3 3 Wind tunnel

Measurements were carried out in the 3-m low-speed wind

tunnel at the Institute for Flight Technology (since Oct. I,

1982, Institute for Aerodynamics and Measuring Technology). This

tunnel is a closed wind tunnel of Goettinger construction with

open measuring section. It is described in [19]. The tunnel was

suspended usin the wire suspension of a six-component weighing

lever with movable jockey. The same device was used for power

measurements.

3 4 Data processing

The data converted into pressure factors was transfered from

the computer mentioned in 3.2 to the wind tunnel's PDP 11/40

computer and stored there on magnetic discs. The data was

available for processing using various evaluation processes (for

example, plotting pressure distribution, locally for a sectional

= const., as well as over the entire span at all measuring

positions; plotting local power and moment factors over the angle

of attack, etc.).

3.5 Test performance

3.5.1 Pressure distribution measurements

A measuring series of angles of attack, determined by the

model construction, must be kept for measuring every measuring.

section (see also 3.1). All measurements were carried out

continuously for increasing angles of attack, since the thematic"
12
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extent of the experimentalstudies is limited to onset and spread

of flow separation. The hysteresis, ie., angle of attack

difference between flow separation as angle of attack increases

and reattachment with decreasing angle of attack, is not

investigated.

Basically, one tries to use the wind tunnel for carrying out

experiments with the highest possible Reynolds numbers to hold

the difference to flight Reynolds number as low as possible.

This is important since, in particular, the boundary layer is

strongly dependent on the Re-number, a fact which substantially

effects separation behavior. One of the Re-number boundaries /ii

among the measuring results cited in my study, unfortunately, was

caused by the wire suspension. If the load caused by the

aircraft on the model suspension becomes too large, this causes

resiliance in the suspension. The unstable load characteri _n

particular during the onset of separation, leads to marked model

movements, which can cause changes in angle of attack. In such a

case, we can no longer talk about a stationary situation. For

this reason, all pressure distribution measurements were carried

out at a Re-number of Re = 0.74 x 10e related to 1 = 0.28.
m

_o/-o_'_-_'_res are frequentlY used in literature to make

tangential wall stress patterns visible for qualitative

description of flow processes. This was also mentioned in

Chapter 2.1.

It must be mentioned, however, that in certain cases this

measuring method presents problems for interpreting results. The

problems arise from the test course. First, the colored airfoil

is suspended on the measuring angle of attack for measurement and

then placed in the wind tunnel flow. Since it is not possible to

bring the air stream up to measuring speed spontaneously, the Re-

number region of Re = 0 to Re = ReMess will be traversed almost

13



in its entirety while the wind tunnel is accelerated. Airfoil

flow conditions whose changes depend on Re-number are a part of

this course. Since separation processes are more or less /12

subject to hysteresis, andboundary layer stability is less at

smaller Re-numbers, the flow condition which actually corresponds

to the angle of attack is not attained. I

With this, two measuring errors related to the process can

occur during color picune_ measurements:

a) In the case of wings on which the separation process

occurs irregularly and only a small region of angle of

attack is traversed before reaching complete separation,

the colored picures must be assigned to angles of attack

smalle'_than the measurlng angles of attack. (The

/ assignment occurs on the basis of the comparison wi_ the

measured span pressure distributions). If these effects

occur, a comparison angle of attack _Vc_ is defined,
which indicates which pressure distribution measurement

angle of attack of the is to be compared with the colored

picture.

The circumstance described in a) occurs mainly for MF 1 and,

in part, also for MF 2.

b) If wall tangential stress causes color to run even before

the measuring Re-number is attained and another flow

condition exists simultaneously, j_n many places on the
airfoil will exhibit a colore_icture which does not

represent the measuring Re-number, since the color

already took hold earlier and is no longer fluid.

1Usual procedure for measuring power and pressure distribution:

For angle of attack _ = 0 °, wind tunnel is brought up to

measuring flow speed. Measuring of the angle follows.

14



The effect described in b) is particularly observable on

airfoil MF 3.

4. Description of separation types taken from two-

dimensional profile flow /13

In the literature which deals with three-dimensional

separation, it is common, as far as possible, to avail oneself of

symbols used for processes involving comparable two-dimensional

flow. For this reason, the most important separation types on a

wing profile will be discussed first.

Besides Re-number and Ma-number, the influence parameters in

two-dimensional considerations are limited to the profile

parameters (profile density, curving, nose radius), while with

three-dimensional considerations layout parameters (aspect ratio,

sweep, taper ratio, and where necessary, angle of twist and

dihedral) must also be taken into account.

4.1 Trailing edge separation

On dense profiles (d/l > 15S) the boundary layer separates

turbulently according to the transfer pattern laminar to

turbulent as angle of attack increases on the trailing edge. The

separation point moves steadily toward the leading edge with

increasing angle of attack. At the onset of trailing edge

separation, lift first increases further as the lift increase

decreases. The course of the CA-d-curve is flat in the area of

maximum lift. Constant dead water pressure behind the point of

separation characterizes pressure distribution for this

separation type.

4.2 Leading edge separation

On thin profiles (d/1 < 6 to 8_) the clearly defined •

collecting point, together with a subsequent, strong gradient,

15



leads to laminar separation on the leading edge already at small

angles of attack (_ < 10 °) in the pressure increase following the

pressure minimum. The separated boundary layer transfers to the

turbulent condition, whereby flow can build again. It forms a

separation bubble. With the increase of the angle of attack, the

reconstruction point moves to the trailing edge, whereby a

constant pressure is established in the region of the separation

bubble. Maximum lift is obtained when the bubble extends to the

trailing edge. If the angle of attack is enlarged further, the

bubble bursts, and a flow condition is obtained which is

identical to the final condition of the type occuring with

trailing edge separation (4.1). The bursting of the bubble

expresses itself in %h>_ath as an irregular lift decrease.

4.3 Short noseQDuDDze_
For moderately dL_profiles (d/1 z 8 - 15Z) a separation

mechanism occurs which is identical at first to leading edge

separation. The separation bubble does not increase in length

with the angle of attack, but rather displaces itself only at

minimum pressure. After the short nose bubble has formed, two

different flow forms may be observed:

a) Upon reaching a boundary angle of attack, the bubble

bursts and a condition of completely separated flow is

attained. Bursting results in an irregular lift

decrease.

b) In addition to the short nose bubble, trailing edge J15

separation takes place. If the separation point of the

trailing edge separation moves into the bubble, a fully

separated flow condition is also established.

Mixtures of a) and b) are possible.

16
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Figure 5 gives a detailed diagram of the CA-d-pattern and a
qualitative representation of resulting flow conditions and

pressure distribution for the separation type described more

briefly here.

In the diagram (Figure 6) compiled by Gault in [6] the

separation type is based on the parameters of Re-number and nose

radius (as equivalent to profile density). It shows that the

parameters mentioned are well suited to provide a cut-off point

and arrangement for an anticipated separation behavior.

5. Evaluation and discussion of measuring results of

airfoils MF 1 to MF 5

The following observations pertain primarily to the most

important measuring results for each airfoil. These results will

be represented and discussed. They are followed by comparisons

made from observations of parameter sweep and taper ratio.

Finally, I attempted to identify generally valid physical

mechanisms for flow condition of separated flow based on results

from all five wings. Furthermore, I compare measurements taken

from the literature (insofar as comparable results are

available). The interaction of outer flow with boundary layer

flow is shown using investigations on a boundary layer treated

with colored tracer materials. Evaluation of measuring results

concludes with a definition of different typical airfoil /16

separation structures. The classifying undertaken here is tested
for possible agreement with known two-dimensional separation

types.

In the following observations, measuring results will be used

to discuss only the flight-specific peculiarities. If resultin_

separation effects are basically similar in form and, hence,

17



comparable, the comparable airfoil will be pointed out.*

Reference [21] contains a systematic representation of the

measuring results of the five airfoils. For reasons of clarity

here all drawings and diagrams available in [21] and referred to

in clarifying the processes involved in my study were not

included in the picture portion. Instead, I have referred to the

figure number in [21].

Further, only pressure distribution on the airfoil's 117

upper side is consistantly considered in the following. Pressure

distribution on the lower side is indeed affected by separation

processes occurring on the upper side, however, no separation

actually occurs on the lower side.

5.1 MF i;A = 5, = 0° k = 1
i

5.1.1 Results of power measurements

The pattern CA = f(_) (Figure 1.1 in [21]), taken from the
power measurements on the six-component weighing lever with

movable jockey, shows linear lift increase with angle of attack

up to approx. _ = 13 ° Thereafter, lift increase slightly

reverses until maximum lift is attained at _ = 16.5 °. With

continued angle of attack the lift factor reduces from CA =

0.9615 to CA = 0.760. This measuring result already allows us to
conclude that flow must be largely attached up until maximum lift

is attained. Flow separation at _ > _CA will expand over aMAX

*In the following, I use the terms: taper ratio of lift, lift

• = const, for all A
distribution, maximum lift, etc. Since 11 i'

CA is valid. Therefore, to promote a more understandable
formulation, correct designations, for example, "distribution of

= f(_i )' however,the lift factor", will not be used. Since ii
r_ the correct designation will be used for tapered airfoils.

18



_- large portion of the airfoil (if not over the whole wing), since

the CA value changes only insignificantly after the lift
reversal.

5.1.2 Results of pressure distribution measurements

Figure 1.2.1 in [21] shows span pressure distribution for _ =

4.5 ° (measured from _ = 0.04 to _ = 0.98). The collecting point

in the nose region is still relatively weakly defined. The

pressure increase to the trailing edge following pressure minimum

exhibits a decreasing gradient, which, however, does not /18

decrease to zero. This indicates a completely attached flow,

just as does the small vacuum in the trailing edge region (cp_K >
0). At _ = 0.98, a second minimum pressure can be determined in

the rear portion of the airfoil. This can be explained by the

influence of the so-called tip vortex. Controlled by the

pressure difference, the airfoil's side edge is flowed around (

see also in [22] regarding this). The vortex sheet separates on

the airfoil's side edge and rolls up into a so-called "bag

vortex." This separation mechanism is comparable to that of the

leading edge vortex on thin delta wings, which, for example, has

been investigated in detail by Hummel in [18].

19
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At g = 12.5°, the collectingpoint forms markedly in the nose

region (Figure 1.2.4 in [21]). Shortly after pressure minimum, a

nearly constant pressure can be determined on two consecutive

measuring points. This pressure pattern indicates the presence

of short nose bubbles (see 4.3).

The pressure distribution for _ = 16.5° (Figure 1.2.6 in

[21]) corresponds to the flow condition directly before attaining

C_Ax The intense induction effect of the tip vortex is

particularly notable.

The pressure on the trailing edge of the wing's upper side is

an important indicator which shows on which part of the wing flow

separation will begin first. In this instance, a pressure

decrease signals the growth of the boundary layer in the trailing

edge region and/or the first onset of separation.

Figure 7 shows the pattern CPH K = f(_, 4) for angle of /19

attacke _ < _O_A?ne recognizes that due to pressure decreases in
the wing's mid span section, the first onset of separation is

likely to occur there. The correctness of this prognosis is

proven by measurements for angle of attack g > d O At 18.0 ° ,
the area from the wing's mid span up to _ = 0.8 separates to a

large extent (Figure 1.27 in [21]). In the region _ = 0.1 to 0.3

a residual collecting point remains which indicates that the

separation there does not immediately follow on the wing nose.

The flow is completely separated at _ = 24 ° (Figure 1.2.12 and

ff. in [21]).

Figure 8 shows the pattern of the span lift distribution for

the angles of attack mentioned.

5.1.3 Results of coloring measurements to determine boundary

layer pattern
E

As the colored picture shows, at angles of attack _ =

2O



= 4 °, the boundary layer still has a predominantly two-

dimensional character. Cross-flow is almost negligible (Figure

9). The flow around the tip lobe affects the boundary layer

solely in the immediate region of the wing tip. The cross-flow

tendency can be clearly recognized in the rear portion. Cross-

flow eminates from the tip vortex rolling up over the wing's side

edge.

The alteration of the fine structure in the nose region

indicates the transfer region from laminar to turbulent boundary

layer. The short nose bubble, as shown, is not only detectable

using pressure distribution, but also highly detectable using the

coloring process.

Separation and reattachment lines are clearly visible in /20

Figure 10 (4 = 10 ° for _Vc = 12°). Figure 13 shows the flowP
mechanism which causes this color distribution.

First beginnings of trailing edge separation, as they can be

predictable from the trailing edge pressure pattern, are clearly

visible in Figure 10 (4 = 13 ° for _Vcp = 15°)" One recognizes a

definite dividing flow line at xi/1 m z 0.85. Upon further

increasing angle of attack to g = 14 ° (_Vcp z 17°), flow in the
wing's mid-span section separates to a large extent (Figure 11).

With the exception of flow around the tip, the boundary layer

moves into a vortex-like area. This structure is called "owl's

eyes" [23] or "mushroom" [9]. If angle of attack increases

further, the vortex core moves to the wing tip. At angles of

attack > 20 ° , the vortex core is in the nose region of the wing

tip (Figure 12). The colored picture at _ = 20 ° is interesting,

as well, since the boundary layer structure exhibits well-defined

cross-flow areas.

k

5.1.4 Analysis of separation process

In order to initiate flow separation on a three-dimensional
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.r airfoil, two parameters of influence are primarily involved:

a) the maximum of local lift distribution, and

b) local build up of boundary layer material.

The lift maximum for the straight right-angle wing lies in

the wing's mid-span section. Since the span circulation /21

gradient is very small at this point, flow in this region is

designated as very nearly even. This is the reason why the

wing's mid-span section is where separation must begin. The span

pressure gradient is directed toward the center of the wing and

impedes removal of boundary layer material in this region.

Measuring results given in 5.1.2 verify the depicted state of

affairs. The parameter of influence a), described above, is,

however, no longer applicable for the continued spreading of

separation. After flow in the wing's mid-span section has

reached a maximum lift load and is interrupted, the lift factor

CA decreases sharply for the straight right-angle wing. It is

first necessary to consider some typical airfoil characteristics

in order to understand the spreading behavior of separation.

An essential difference between three-dimensional airfoil

flow and two-dimensional profile flow exists in alterable span

circulation distribution and cross velocity connected with it.

Based, for example, on the wing theory according to Truckenbrodt

[22], these velocities may be calculated at:

I dr
V = t _ kx ; w0bel kxdY = _n " dn (5.1)

From this it is immediately clear, that the three-dimensional

character (that is, a cross velocity v < u, but v # 0) must be

present most strongly in areas with accentuated span circulation

gradients. For unseparated flow condition, this recognized state

of affairs expresses itself in flow around the airfoil tip and in

the tip vortex caused by it. Furthermore, as the colored '"

pictures show, a corresponding cross-flow component forms in the

boundary layer. Cross'flow resulting from a span circulation /22
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!F_ gradient occurs, ho{_ever, not only with attaching flow, but also

for partial and complete separation condition. Two areas with

well-defined circulation gradient can be ascertained on the lift

distributionfor _ = 18.0°:

a) the airfoil tip region, as well as

b) the region at _ = 0.2 to 0.3.

Figure 14 shows a possible model of the flow condition which

occurs and is also correlated to the corresponding colored

picture (Figure I). In the separation area at the attaching

flow, the separated vortex sheet rolls up into a bsg vortex-like

structure. The tip vortex is found on the airfoil tip. With

increased angle of attack, the inner vortex area moves towards

the airfoil tip. In contrast to Figure ii, the placement is

recognizable in Figure 12. Pressure distribution produces

pressure factors c = const, for _ i = const, for completely

separated flow condition, however, not for all_ i' that is, the
pressure distribution locally has a typical dead water pattern.

It remains, however, a well-defined span pressure gradient. This

pressure gradient (and with it, also, circulation gradient)

originates from the described flow behavior, particularly in the

occurrence of cross-flows which are concentrated in vortex

structures.

Now we may apply this knowledge to the spreading behavior of

flow separation on the straight rectangular wing. The flow

pattern already described in Figure 14 influences the boundary

layer, in that boundary material is transported from the 5_

trailing edge region of the still attached area (outer airfoil)

into the separated area of the wing's mid-span section. The

boundary layer here cannot flow away and, for this reason, must

expand, which brings about a spreading of the separated area.

This behavior is clearly verified using the colored pictures :_
i-

already introduced. This behavior of the outer flow and the '

boundary layer has a basically destabilizing character here. "
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For this reason, too, unlike the wing's mid-span section, local

maximum lift is determined in the other regions (Figure 1.8 in

[21]).

The local maximum lift for a = 30° (Figure 8) corresponds

nearly exactly to the lay of the vortex center in Figure 12.

From these results, it can be derived, that even at complete

separation, flow is substantially affected by three-dimensional

effects.

5.2 MF 2; A = 5, _ = 30°., k = 1

5.2.1 Results of power measurements

Maximum lift was measured at d = 18.5 ° for the wing with

sweep of _ = 30°. As d increases, CA decreases only sl-i_h_!y at
first. Only at approximately 21.5 ° does the lift reduce

irregularly to CA _ 0.1. The rest of the lift reversal is then
regular once again (Figure 2.1 in [21]). Already the different

CA-d-pattern for MF 1 indicates definite changes in separation

behavior. Similar to MF i, the linear range of the CA-d-pattern
stretches to d _ 12°. /24

5.2.2 Results of pressure distribution measurements

As with the straight rectangular wing, two flow effects in

the pressure distribution can be observed on the arrowhead wing

MF 2 for the condition of fully attached flow (Figures 2.2.1,

2.2.4, 2.2.7 in [21)):

a) Lay and spread of a short nose bubble for angle of attack

d > 8° , and

..... b) Influence of tip vortex on pressure distribution in the

outer section (_ = 0.98).
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Up to _ = 18.5 °, flow is to a large extent completely

attached. Trailing edge pressure (Figure 13) has decreased more

markedly in the center wing region. Accordingly, separation can

be anticipated there. The arrowhead wing separates in two

stages, as pressure distributions for a further increase of the

angle of attack show.

At _ = 19 °, the outer region of _ = 0.6 to _ = 1.0 separates

spontaneously. At _ _ 21.0 ° , the remaining portion of the wing

separates. This second separation is connected to the marked

lift reduction in the CA-d-curve (Figure 2.1 in [21]). A

remaining collecting point still present in the wing's mid-span

section at g = 21.5 ° breaks down during further increase of angle

of attack (Figure 2.2.8, 2.2.10, 2.2.14 in [21]).

Locally comparable to MF 1, the flow has a typical dead water

character for the completely separated condition, whereby the

dead water pressure over the span, however is not constant

either.

5.2.3 Results of coloring measurements to determine boundary

layer pattern

With the angle of attack _ = 8 °, the short nose bubble is

evident, and the area of the tip vortex effect is clearly

recognizable (Figure 16). An area with local trailing edge

separation comes about and spreads out for the angle of attack

range of 12 ° to 18 °. Figure 19 shows the lay of the separation

flow line which is dependent on angle of attack. A separation

flow line of nearly constant density is obtained in the outer

wing. The trailing edge separation which occurs does not express

itself in a pure reverse flow as is the case for two-dimensional

flow, but rather in a combined reverse-cross-flow of the wing's

trailing edge. In this situation the direction of movement is

towards the wing tip.
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( The flow in the outer region of the airfoil separates with

= 18°. In the corresponding colored picture (Figure 18) one

recognizes a vortex core at _ = 0.5. Figure 18 could give rise

to the impression that suspension in section _ = 0.5 is

responsible for the lay of the vortex center. This agreement is

a chance one. Investigations provided no evidence, particularly

for the positioning of the vortex center which is dependent on

angle of attack (see also Figure 25 regarding this), indicating

such a marked suspension interference.

This vortex core moves to the wing's mid-span section for _Vc P
= = 28 ° (Figure= 19 ° ^g = 21 ° and is still evident there for _Vc

i8). P

Accordingly, based on the results cited here, four'c_ndSt'_on

- ranges may be defined for the arrowhead wing MF 2:

a) _ < 10 ° no local separation area /26

no reverse flow

b) _ = 12 ° to 17 ° local trailing edge separation, clearly

defined reverse-cross-flow eminating from

trailing edge in separation area

c) _ = 18 ° to 21 ° Vortex center at _ = 0.5, inner wing

still attached, outer wing fully

separated, clearly defined reverse flow

d) _ = 22 ° Vortex center at _ = 0.05, wing to large

extent completely separated

5.2.4 Analysis of separation process

Upon observing the separation process on the MF 2, the first

question which occurs is whether the criteria cited in 5.1.4 can

also be used here for initiating separation processes. Local
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maximum lift at _ z 0.5 is obtained from span lift distribution

at G = 18° (Figure 2.7.2 in [21]). Here we see a well-known

sweep effect on lift distribution: Lift maximum moves from the

wing's mid-span section to the outside. Separation of the outer

wing region beginning from G > 18.5° does not agree with the lift

criterion. We know from pressure distributions and colored

pictures that separation processes already occur in the outer

region in the form of local trailing edge separation. Colored

pictures clearly indicate transport of boundary layer material

from the wing's center to the outer wing. At G = 18°, trailing

edge separation in the airfoil's outer portion has expanded /27

to x./l z 0.4. For this reason, it is logical with regard to the
I'

boundary layer condition to expect flow separation in this wing

part as angle of attack increases. For flow around the inner

region of the wing no change occurs in transport direction in the

boundary layer region due to separation processes in the outer

portion of the wing. It can even be anticipated that the vortex

structure which forms at first stabilizes the boundary layer by

intensifying the cross movement (as, for example, MF 1 shows:

marked F gradient in the separating area between attaching and

separated flow with formation of a vortex system having markedly

local cross velocities).

As the span lift distribution at G 19 shows, a considerable

lift gradient (and with it a circulation gradient) is present

(Figure 2.7.2 in [21]). The inducing effect and ramification of

this vortex system is shown most clearly with CA-G-curves for _ =

0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 (Figure 20).

The separation occurring in the outer region is signaled by

lift reversal at _ = 0.6. Lift for _] - 0.3 and 0.4 increases

markedly with separation in the outer region. The vortex system

which occurs apparently induces additional cross velocities on

the wing's upper side and, connected to that, an additional ",

vacuum, which, for its part, results in a lift increase. This

flow behavior may be compared with behavior of leading edge
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vortices on slim delta wings. Particularly the CA-g-curves

exhibit a comparable pattern.

The aforementioned comparison with separation processes /28

on the leading edge of slim delta wings primarily relates only to

the CA-d-curve pattern in the mentioned airfoil sections of the
MF 2. The ascertained local lift behavior cannot be gathered

directly from the measured pressure distributions.

Separation of the wing's inner portion at _ = 21 ° can

probably be attributed to the very high lift load in this region.

The lift factor decreases from the wing's mid-span section to

its tip in the span lift distribution for _ = 22 ° • The local

maximum is located at the position of the vortex center (Figures

i 2.7.3, 2.7.4 in [21]). As with MF i, there apparently exists a

direct dependence between lift distribution during completely

separated flow and lay of the vortex structure at hand.

5.3 MF 3; A = 5, _ = 45°, k = 1

5.3.1 Results of power measurements

As sweep increases to _ = 45 °, the CA-d-pattern changes

radically in comparison to the patterns witnessed on MF 1 and MF

2. One is struck by the nearly constant lift increase CA_ up to

= 18 ° (Figure 3.1 in [21]). The measured lift maximum is very

flat, CA is nearly constant up to (X = 30 ° . The angle of maximum
lift ought to lie at _ = 22 ° to 25 °. In spite of this very high

angle of attack, almost the same maximum lift is obtained as on

the MF 2. Similar to MF 2, the CA-d-pattern from the power

measurement on MF 3 does not permit any guaranteed statement on

separation behavior.

/__ L
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5.3.2 Results of pressure distribution measurements

For the swept wing with _ = 45°, just as with both of the

wings MF 1 and MF 2, for angles of attack _ < 14 we observe the

short nose bubble, on the one hand, while at the same time we

recognize the influence of the tip vortex, as well. In the tip

ii vortex region smaller additional vacuums are induced. At _ =

16.5 °, pressure distribution changes in the trailing edge region

(Figure 3.2.7 in [21]). A pressure decrease and the decrease of

wing tip vacuums induced by tip vortex indicate beginning

trailing edge separation. At G = 18.5 °, (Figure 3.2.9 in [21]),

a "vacuum mountain" has formed in the rear portion of the wing in

the region _ = 0.4 to 0.8. At the same time, the area in the

wing tip region affected by trailing edge separation expands.

Span pressure distribution still exhibits flow around the nose at
! _ the collecting point up to the angle of attack mentioned last.

! This collection point breaks down with an increase of angle of

attact to G = 20.5 ° in the region _ = 0.8 to 1.0 (Figure 3.2.11

in [21]).

The vacuum area already mentioned becomes stronger.

Simultaneous with the formation of this marked pressure

distribution, local CA-d-curves in the corresponding span

positions exhibit a markedly increasing lift (Figures 3.3.1 to

3.3.3 in [21]). As the angle of attack increases further,

pressure distribution develops as follows:

The area with completely separated flow (characterized by the

constant dead water pressure in the corresponding measuring

section, as well as by the collecting point which is no longer

present) expands to the wing's mid-span section. The vacuums /30

in the vacuum area designated as a "vacuum mountain" increase.

Furthermore, a movement toward the mid-span section of the wing

begins.
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The alteration of this markedly "unusual" pressure

distribution, which is dependent on angle of attack, is not

easily interpretable using the given plots of span pressure

distribution. A better insight into alteration behavior of

pressure distribution dependent on angle of attack was obtained

in [24] using a trick film, which presents the change of pressure

distribution in its dependence on angle of attack (as a time

parameter). (Detailed references to this are made in 5.3.4.)

In contrast to the arrowhead wing MF 2, pressure distribution

on MF 3 at _ = 29.5 ° does not display an equal, typically dead

water pressure pattern over the entire span. At _ = 0.05, one

still recognizes a well-defined collecting point (Figure 3.2.16

in [21]).

5.3.3 Results of coloring meosurements to determine boundary

layer pattern

A short nose bubble developed on the arrowhead wing even at

= 6 ° (Figure 21). Further, it can be ascertained that the

boundary layer in the trailing edge region exhibits a well-

defined cross component to the wing tip.

At _ = I0 °, an area with trailing edge separation forms over

the entire span. It is characterized by the clearly visible

separation flow line (Figure 22).

The boundary layer in this area flows constantly across Z31

the flow direction. The separated area expands to the leading

edge as angle of attack increases. Lay of the separating flow

line and flow direction of the boundary layer are dependent on

angle of attack (up to _ = 16°). They may be seen in Figure 24.

.

At _ = 17 ° , the outer portion of the wing up to _ = 0.65 ,

separates completely (F_gure 23). In the position at which the

separating flow line now meets the leading edge, a vortex
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structure forms, just as was the case with wing MF 2. As angle

of attack continues to increase, the center of this vortex moves

gradually (not irregularly as with MF 2) toward the wing's mid-

span section.

Figure 25 shows the displacement which is dependent on angle

of attack. At _ = 28 ° , the vortex structure is located in the

mid-span section of the wing. The boundary layer located behind

the vortex center in direction of flow has pure cross-flow

character.

5.3.4 Analysis of separation process

Pressure distributions and local power factors derived from

them on the MF 3 are the most notable results of the investigated
/

wing system. Three items are particularly interesting:

a) For angle of attack _ > 16 °, an additional vacuum area

develops behind the wing portion. Pressure distributions

for this area at certainspan sections and certain angles

of attack exhibit a pattern which may be compared with a

pressure distribution induced by a tip vortex (Figure

26). Such pressure distributions cannot be /32

attributed to two-dimensional separation types with their

corresponding typical pressure distributions.

b) All local CA-d-curves in the region _ = 0.05 to 0.8

exhibit an increase of CA_ before reaching CAmax.

c) Local aAmax values are measured in the direction of the
wing's mid-span section. These values lie far above the

profile - CAmax value of the NACA 0012 profile (Figure

3.8 in [21]). The same is true for _c^_A_t_ (Figure 3.9 i9[21]).
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Similar to that of the more weakly swept wing MF 2, flow

separation moves, on the one hand, motivated by strong cross-

flows and the transport of boundary layer material connected to

it, toward the wing tip. On the other hand, it moves away from

the wing's mid-span section (in contrast to the straight

rectangular due to displacement of span lift maximum. Initiated

by these parameter conditions, first an area with trailing edge

separation occurs in the region of the wing tip, whereby the line

of separation has about the sweep of the leading edge.

This still very weakly defined separation area already

displays the tendency of vortex sheet roll-up. This conclusion

results from the decrease of pressure in the trailing edge region

at xi/1 _ 0.7 to 0.9 (Figure 3.2.7 in [21]), whereby the pressure

decrease may be seen as the result of additional velocities

induced by the rolling up process. The developing flow field is

sketched in Figure 27.

As angle of attack increases from g = I0° to g = 16°, the /33

separation line moves toward the leading edge. At _ > 16, flow

of _ = 0.7 to _ = 1.0 is completely separated from the leading

edge.

In the colored picture (Figure 23) we observe the formation

of a vortex area on the leading edge at _ = 0.7 for _ = 17°.

Unaffected by the separation process in the region of the wing

tip, the separation line remains in the region of the wing's mid-

span section. As already mentioned, a well-defined vacuum area

develops simultaneously in the rear portion of the wing.

Apparently, the rolling up processes intensify in the separated

vortex sheet, and the induced additional velociites intensify, as

well.

:,
The comparison of the rolling up process of the leading edge

vortex on a slim delta wing, which is derived from the similarity

of pressure distribution and local lift characteristics,
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_- represents the starting point for a physical model of the flow

process.

If one looks at the measuring results thusly, it can be

considered insignificant whether separation of the vortex sheet

results on a sharp leading edge from flow around it, or if the

vortex sheet on the arrowhead wing separates along a separation

line on the wing's upper side as the result of stability in the

boundary layer. The important parameter for the formation and

comparability of these processes is the sweep of the separation

line. Strong circulation gradients occur through sweep and

spatial separation of the vortex elements connected to it (for a

model idea, which replaces the airfoil by a horseshoe vortex

distribution in span and depth direction). These gradients /34

generate a downwash field which results in a well-defined_rolling

up of the separated vortex sheet.

The measuring results of Schmitt and Manie [12] provide

evidence that flow processes involve to a large extent typical

layout characteristics. Their investigations are based on a wing

half model with layout parameters _ = 50 °, _ = 5, k = 1, profile

ONERA "D", measured at Re = 0.84 x 106 . The pressure

distribution represented in Figure 28 exhibits a comparable

pattern (typical "vacuum mountain").

The missing collecting point on the wing nose is apparently a

result of the profile type, which, in comparison to the NACA 0012

profile, exhibits a density of only 10.5_. A further proof that

the given flow process cannot involve the formation of a dead

water area, is shown by the transfer of cW over CA2 in sections%
= 0.2 and _ = 0.4 (Figure 29). The separation process can be

recognized in this type of representation by the deviation of the

data from curve patterns which are originally straight. If a cW
value occurs, which is out of proportion to the corresponding _,

2 then this is the result of the increase in the proportion ofcA ,
pressure resistance caused by separation and the dead water
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= + ; for pressure distribution
S_ area arising from it (cW cw{ cWp

measurements).

In Figure 29 we see that, at _ = 25.5 ° (for _ = 0.2), the

values still lie on the linear portion of the curve. At the same

time the corresponding pressure distribution clearly shows the

second vacaum area in the rear portion of the wing.

Although significant similarities in the type of flow around

the wing arose from the comparison with flow processes on a slim

delta wing, nonetheless one important difference to the arrowhead

exists. The formation of a rolled-up, separated vortex sheet is

dependent on angle of attack in its position on the airfoil and

in the intensity of additional induction. The lay of the

separating line is not fixed on the leading edge, as is the case

with the delta wing, but rather dependent on condition of the

wing boundary layer. In the trick film from [24], already

mentioned above, this becomes particularly clear. As angle of

attack increases, the vacuum area in the region of the rear

portion of the wing moves toward the wing center in waves.

Furthermore, it is shown that the growth of the completely

separated area in the wing's outer portion does not weaken the

intensity of the vortex sheet rolling up in the inner portion,

but rather, if need be, strengthens it more. This possible

intensification results, much as we have seen to be the case in

5.2.4 for the MF 2, from circulation gradients between the

completely separated outer portion of the wing and the rest of

the airfoil. Keeping this consideration in mind, a flow field

can be assumed, which, for example, could have the pattern drawn

in Figure 30 (valid for angles of attack of 17° to 23°).

Two separation conditions occur during the flow condition

seen in the sketch. Apparently, the separated vortex sheet rolls

up in the wing's inner section. In the outer portion of the "

wing, on the other hand, the flow has a dead water character.

While the former separation form, to 8 large extent, causes no
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.... increase in pressure resistance, and the given flow, by all

means, still would permit theoretically potential consideration

(and, as such, be calculable), the dead water structure

causes an increase in pressure resistance and a marked impulse

loss in the flow. The flow condition is difficult to describe

using these differences. It cannot be said for sure (on the

basis of the information available from the present

measurements), whether, as is represented in Figure 31, an

additional rolling up process develops in the separation area

between the two flow forms. This state of affairs can be

clarified only by measuring the velocity field. No such

measurements, however, are to be found in the literature.

Werle's quite detailed investigations [II] in a water and a smoke

tunnel very perceptibly show flow behavior in relation to

separation behavior at variable sweep, however, the Reynolds

numbers of the investigated flow conditions are 20 times smaller

° than the Re-numbers in the measurements here. This state of

affairs prohibits a comparison.

5.4 MF 4; _ = 5 QP = 30° k = 0.5

5.4.1 Results of power measurements

The CA-_-pattern measured for the weakly (k = 0.5) tapered
arrowhead wing is basically similar to the pattern of the un-

tapered arrowhead wing MF 2 (equal sweep _ = 30°) • The taper

ratio has an apparently comparable affect on separation behaviors

(Figure 4.1 in [21] in comparison to Figure 2.1 in [21]).

5.4.2 Results of pressure distribut_ign measu<ements

The taper ratio for the wing MF 4 changes from that of the

MF2 from k = 1.0 to k = 0.5. As the taper ratio increases,

similar to the case with increasing sweep, the span CA maximum.,

moves toward the wing tip and simultaneously increases.
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From the measured pressure distributions it may be gathered

that flow up to _ = 16.5 ° competely attaches ( Figure 4.2.6 in

[21]).

As with both arrowhead wings, MF 2 and MF 3, we recognize

that trailing edge separation in the region of the wing tip is

indicated by a pressure decrease and, for that reason, separation

processes may be expected there in greater number.

At _ = 17.5° , the flow in the region _ = 0.8 to _ = 0.9 is

separated to a large extent (Figure 4.2.7 in [21]). In the wing

tip region from _ = 0.9 to _ = 1.0 a stable flow around the nose

still maintains itself at first, a fact which is clearly

recognizable by the well-defined collection point. This region

breaks up, too, with an increase to _ = 18.5 °. The completely

separated area spreads out toward the wing's mid-span se_tia_.in

the region of angle of attack alteration from _ = 18.5 ° to _ =

24.5 ° (Figure 4.2.8 to 4.2.12 in [21]). Flow is considered

completely separated for _ = 2S°.

Induction effects from separated vortex sheet roll-up, are

not at first immediately recognizable from the pressure

distributions, as is also the case with MF 2. It is necessary to

refer to the local CA-d-curves (Chapter 5.4.4).

5.4.3 Results of coloring measurements to determine boundary

layer pattern /38

The colored pictures on MF 4 indicatetypical

characteristics,similar to the colored pictures of MF 2 and MF
3. Easily recognizable is the well defined cross-flow,

particularly in the rear portion of the wing (Figure 32). At _ =

14°, trailing edge separation in the wing's outer region can be

recognized by the separating flow line (Figure 33). The colored _"

_ pictures of _ = 16 ° to _ = 22 ° are defined by the vortex area

forming in the separating area between attaching and separated
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flow (for example, Figure 34). The uniformity of the separation

behavior is shown by the application of vortex cores over the

angle of attack (Figure 25).

The colored picture at d = 30° (Figure 35) clearly shows that

a flow field with an aligned character exists also for the

completely separated condition. The color, and with it also the

wall tangential stress, is clearly spread over the entire wing

surface.

5.4.4 Analysis of separation process

The wing MF 4 possesses the same quarter Chord line sweep as

the MF 2. As measuring results show, altering the taper ratio

(in comparison to MF 2) caused almost no change in separtion

behavior.

The vortex area which we see in the colored pictures for d =

16° indicates a rolling up process of the separated vortex sheet.

This is verified by the local CA-d-curves. An increase of

cA_i may be determined before reaching local maximum lift in most

measuring sections D i (Figures 4.3.1 to 4.3.3 in [21]). From /39

this it may be assumed that a condition comparable to that for

the MF 2 occurs in the flow field. For this reason, we can refer

to the detailed information in 5.2.4. The effect of the taper

ratio will be discussed and explained in detail in Chapter 5.6.2.

5.5 MF 5_ jl = 5, cp = 30o, k = 0.25

5.5.1 Results of power measurements

Altering taper ratio to k = 0.25 yields a further comparison

of the CA-d-pattern and a broader lift maximum. CAmax is \
measured at approx, d = 19°. The absence of any and all irregu- -

larities in lift characteristics up to angles of attack of d =

30° indicates very even separation behavior (Figure 5.1 in [21]).
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5.5.2 Results of pressure distribution measurements

In contrast to MF 4, lift load in the wing's outer region

continues to increase with the taper ratio, since cA (4 = const.)
increases there (Figure 5.2.3 in [21]). As a result flow

separates on the wing tip already at _ = 13.75 ° (Figure 5.2.5 in

[21]). The separation area expands from _ = 14° to _ = 26 °

evenly up to the wing's mid-span section. Peculiarities in

pressure distributions inside the named angle of attack region

are not ascertainable (Figures 5.2.6 to 5.2.13).

5.5.3 Results of coloring measurements to determine boundary

layer pattern /40

Seen from the output dependent on angle of attack, the

colored pictures on MF 5 are very similar to the results of MF 4.

The site alteration of the vortex center for MF5 stretches over a

larger angle of attack region (Figure 25). Accordingly, the

separation process takes place more evenly than with MF 4, a fact

which is already recognizable from pressure distributions.

Nonetheless, a peculiarity with smaller angles of attack must

be mentioned. At g = 8 °, the short nose bubble (which for wings

MF 1 to MF 4 developed over the entire span) developed only in

the region h = 0.4 to _ = 1.0 (Figure 36). Further inside, the

color structure indicates alteration solely of boundary layer

condition--the transfer from laminar to turbulent. This result

is expected according to the diagram given by Gault (Figure 6),

since local Re-number increases also with local depth on,the

airfoil so that flow no longer tends toward separation.

5.5.4 Analysis of separation process

Basically, the separation processes of wings MF 2, MF 3, and

_ MF 5 are alike. One difference is apparent on MF 5, in sofaras
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the separation process covers a very large angle of attack region

from the first appearance of completely separated areas until the

complete separation over the entire wing surface.

The complete separation of the leading edge in the wing /41

tip region already at _ = 13 ° is caused by high c A load in this

portion of the wing determined by taper ratio. The application

of CAmax over _ (Figure 5.8 in [21]) verfies that the onset of

flow separation cannot be predicted by comparing local CAmax with

two-dimensional CAmax values (in accordance with [25]). The

processes in the boundary layers of MF 2, as explained in 5.2.4,

are true, as well, to a large extent for MF 5 (amassing of

boundary layer material in the region of the wing tip).

For information regarding the basic effect of taper ratio

parameter, please refer to Chapter 5.6.2.

5.6 Summary of results on the effect of layout parameter on

separation behavior

The following chapter reviews the basic effect of sweep and

taper ratio parameters on separation behavior, based on

individual results discussed and explained in 5.1 to 5.5. In

Chapter 5.6.3, the influence of the flow field's three-

dimensionality is discussed and differences of two-dimensional

flow are explained.

5.6.1 Effect of sweep on separation behavior

By comparingmeasuring results of wings MF 1 (_ = 0.°), MF 2

(_ = 30°), and MF 3 (_ = 45°) it is possible to formulate a /42

statement on the effect of sweep on separation behavior. It is

already clear from comparing CA-d-curves from the power

measurements (Figure 37) that the separation process takes place"

- ever more gradually with increasing sweep (that is, the

separation process, on the one hand, extends over a larger
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angle of attack region, while on the other it shows a diminishing

" tendency toward irregular lift alterations).

An increase in sweep, as already mentioned in 5.2 and 5.3,

causes two main conditions for the initiation of the separation

process:

a) Span lift maximum (in the case of unseparated flow) moves

with increasing sweep from the wing's mid-span section

toward the wing tip (Figure 38). This is caused by a

decrease of local, effective angle of attack in the

wing's mid-span section and an increase of effective

angle of attack in the wing's outer region, and is the

result of the separation of supporting and free vortices

in density direction in the case of the arrowhead wing.

For this reason, separation with increasing sweep begins

closer and closer to the outer wing.

b) Added to the effect in a) is the boundary level effect.

As sweep increases, boundary material is transported in

greater amounts from the wing's mid-span section to the

wing tip. This amassing of boundary layer promotes the

separation process, particularly because cross-flow

occurs most markedly in the rear portion of the wing, in

that the boundary layer is already destabilized by the

pressure increase in the direction of the trailing edge.

Comparative application of local _AMAw values over the /43
span provides a good source of information on the course of

separation (Figure 39). The increasing tendency of the curve

pattern indicates that the airfoil must traverse an increasing

angle of attack region in order to be completely separated. With

this, Figure 39 verifies separation behavior derived from power

measurements.
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_-- The continued path of separation is determined by the roll-up

of the separated vortex sheet and the additional velocities

induced by this. These velocities may be verified in the

nonlinear effects of the CA-n-curves.

If, by comparison, we apply CAmax over _ and compare it to

the profile CAmax in accordance with [25], we obtain a statement
on the effect of the flow field's three-dimensionality and on

the intensity of non-linear effects which are dependent on sweep

(Figure 40). As sweep increases, so, too, does the influence of

the vortex sheet on the local lift characteristic. That this

influence is not limited to large sweep, may be seen, for

example, from the cA-n-curves of the MF 2, reproduced in Figure
20 (as already explained in 5.2).

With the considerations in 5.3.4, the flow field of a swept

wing is a pre-stage of the flow field of a slim delta wing with

leading edge separation. Apparently, a separating line equally

swept by wing sweep is decisive, and not the location of this

separating line on the airfoil.

This is supported by the fact that, as in the case of /44

MF 3, local CA-d-patterns were measured which are similar to the

CA-d-pattern of a slim delta wing. In addition to this, pressure
distributions have similar patterns, too. Figure 41 compares the

pressure distribution of a slim delta wing according to [27] with

a pressure distribution on the MF 3. The qualitative agreement

may be considered good. It may be assumed that the similar

pressure distributions result from similar flow fields.

In spite of the varied flow fields forming on the three

wings, the CAmax values lie only a few percentage points apart
(see also Figure 37). It is absolutely necessary to be aware of

the fact that with increasing sweep at _cA__'' , constantly large_f_

areas are already separated on the airfoil, and, for this reason, .

the "usable" CAmax and/or _AMB_ (the condition by which the
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flow only just completely attaches) decreases with _ (this can

also be seen from Figure 37).

5.6.2 Effect of taper ratio on separation behavior

The parameter of taper ratio can be investigated using wings

MF 2 (k 1.0), MF 4 (k = 0.5), and MF 5 (k = 0.25). As the

results show, the effect of the boundary layer hardly alters as

the result of the given constant sweep of the quarter chord line.

All three wings exhibit typical cross-flow to the wing tip

determined by sweep.

The span cA distributionis more markedly affectedby /45
a change in taper ratio. Increasing taper ratio has an effect

similar to enlarging sweep: span maximum of the lift factor.

moves outward and increases radically. This means that the cA
load in the outer wing region increases markedly (Figure 42).

From the application of adA over _ we recognize that, as
expected, the separation process zn the outer wing region begins

earlier with increasing taper ratio, that is, at smaller angles

of attack (Figure 43). At the same time, it becomes clear that

the separation process stretches over a larger angle of attack

region. The CA-distribution is also responsible for this to a

certain extent, since the cA load in the wing's mid-span section

decreases together with the increase of the cA load on the wing
tip (for k _ 0). The direction of transport inside the boundary

layer also supports the stabilizing or destabilizing affect of

the CA-distribution , according to its position on the wing.

If we compare the pattern of the wall flow line for a

constant angle of attack, where no separation has yet occured on

any of the wings (for example, _ = 8°), then we see that the

cross-flow intensity (measured over the curvature of the wall .

-- flow line in the colored pictures) decreases with increasing
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"--" taper ratio (Figure 44). The decrease of taper ratio (and with

it, also, outer density), however, has a smaller trailing edge

sweep as a result. This causes the pressure gradient beginning

at a diagonal to the flow direction to decrease, and, with it, so

does the cross-flow in the boundary layer (Figure 45). This

effect explains how the maximum lift factor in the inner region

of the wing decreases with the taper ratio (Figure 46).

5.6.3 Effect of the flow field's three-dimensionality on

separation behavior

With the results cited here, three main types of separation

can be defined:

a) If the separated vortex sheet is fed from both sides of

the separating line with circulation from attaching flow,

then this type of separation has no dead water area on

the airfoil as a result. This type is known, for

example, as leading edge separation on slim delta wings

and occurs, likewise, in the form of a tip vortex on the

side edges of all the airfoils investigated in this

study. This tip vortex has a strong, albeit locally

limited induction effect, which can be clearly recognized

from pressure distributions. Furthermore, the measuring

results from MF 3 particularly encourage the

interpretation that the vortex sheet rolls up on the

airfoil in a similar fashion (see Ohapter 5.3.4 regarding

this). The intensity of these processes, however, as

could be shown, is connected to the wing's sweep, and

with it, also, to the sweep of the separating line.

b) The second form of separation can be compared, at least

partially, with separation characteristics of two-

dimensional profile. Here, flow separates on two ""

.... separating lines, of which one lies mostly in the
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/

trailing edge. A dead water region forms and is

surrounded by the two separated vortex sheets. This type

of separation possesses a displacement effect and, for

this reason, is comparable to two-dimensional dead /47

water areas. These vortex sheets do not have the

character of an unstable position displaying velocity

irregularities, but rather a shearing layer character.

In spite of basically strongly turbulent structure inside

this dead water, main flow directions are defined by the

velocity and pressure gradients which are present in span

and depth. For completely separated flow, a pressure

pattern occurs here, for which the dead water pressure is

not constant in span nor, to a limited extent, in depth.

c) Furthermore, there is a mixed form of types a) and b).

In the separation area between attaching and separated

flow, an increase_in cross velocities is caused by span

circulation gradients which develop. The separated

portion of the vortex sheet then tends to roll up over

the attaching portion. This process was designated with

the name "part-span-vortex-sheet" by Kuechemann [16].

This flow form is found in all five airfoils, although

the inducing effect of the rolling up process is markedly

varied.

6. Summary

Separation behavior on two-dimensional profiles is dependent

on the parameters of profile type and Reynolds-number (for

incompressible flow, that is, M < 0.2). As the results cited

here show, the parameters of wing layout and span lift /48

distribution and/or CA-distribution (for swept wings) must be

added for three-dimensional airfoils. In the study presented

here, I have attempted to determine the effect of the last two
7

parameters using wind tunnel measurements on a model system
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consisting of five airfoils of equal aspect ratio, but of

different sweep and taper ratio. The most important results may

be summarized as follows:

- The separation effect on wings of moderate aspect ratio is

three-dimensional. It is not possible to predict the

separation process by observing the airfoil divided into even

span sections onto which separation characteristics of two-

dimensional profile are brought to bear.

- The areas separated in the airfoil, as far as we are dealing

with the type of separation described in 5.6.3 b), are to be

considered to be three-dimenisional in spite of the dead

water character.

- According to 5.6.3 a), the rolling up of separated ver#e_

sheets increases in intensity and induction effect with sweep

and has marked nonlinearity in local CA-d- pattern as a
result.

- Boundary level material is transported at a diagonal to the

flow direction by pressure gradients present on the airfoil.

Removal of boundary material basically has a stabilizing

effect on the wing boundary layer; build up of boundary

material has a destabilizing effect (and with it, one

favorable to separation).

- The separation process begins earlier with increasing /49

taper ratio (that is, at smaller _). At the same time, the

angle of attack region increases until it reaches the

completely separated condition.

- With both increasing taper ratio and increasing sweep, angle

of attackdifference gets larger between the angle of attack"

for which flow on the wing is still completely attached and

the angle of attack of the maximum lift factor.
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Formation of Color Structure, Caused by a Short Nose
Bubble

Key: 1) Short Nose Bubble 2) Color compression
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Figure 14 Flow Model for Partially Separated Flow on MF 1; d ~

18°

Key: 1) Flow Direction in ------- Vortex Sheet

in - - - - - Boundary Layer 2) Separating Line 3)

Tip Vortex 4) Rolling up of the Vortex Sheet in the 58
Boundary Area to the Attaching Flow 4) Separated Flow

with Dead Water Character
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Figure 19 Separating Flow Line Pattern on MF 2 as a Function of "

Angle of Attack (Taken from Colored Pictures)

Key: I) Leading Edge 61
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Figure 44 Curvature Radius of Wall Flow' Line in Trailing Edge

Region as a Functiori of Trailing Edge Sweep (for the
Range n = O.S to 0.5)
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